Article focuses on degraded heritage(s) and their meanings for different groups of inhabitants, interpreting it/them through the studies of dominant and silenced memories. Case-studies of chosen Slovenian urban centres illustrate the consequences of drastic population change after the Second World War and of the transformation of power relations after Slovenia's independence which brought changes in the political-ideological and economic system. As the authors observed, memories and heritage of Italian, German and Yugoslav inhabitants are often mute and silenced within the contemporary Slovenian hegemonic/authorised heritage discourse. Consequences of changes in social relations were also recognised at the micro level in the valorisation of the socialist heritage of industrial plants and military barracks. Today, these places are left to decay as the material reminders of the unwanted (pre-WWII or socialist) past or they are transformed into centres of youth culture, creative industries or administrative centres. However, such reinterpretation does not enable their former users to access them and claim them as their own heritage.
Introduction
In former Yugoslavia, certain urban centres faced total abandonment after the Second World War (WWII) since their population almost entirely changed, while nowadays several formerly important urbanbuildings (such as barracks, industrial sites etc.) from the socialist period bear no or little significance for the same reason -changes in the political-ideological and economic system. These sites are slowly decaying and have become brownfields of the built environment. The paper focuses on such degraded heritage(s) and their meanings for different groups of inhabitants, interpreting them through the studies of dominant and silenced memories. Our point of departure is the relationship between the current dominant and marginalised (but formerly prominent or dominant) groups who identify with these spaces.
The research is inspired by ethnological/anthropological concept of multivocality (Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 2001) or polyvocalism (Llewellyn 2003) but adopts new assessment perspective as it is focusing primarily on the relationship between dwellers/inhabitants and place/space and the meanings that inhabitants attach to place. In fact, an object becomes heritage only when it is "imbued with meaning" (Veschambre 2004, 75) , i.e. when space is transformed into "place" while its inhabitants feel "place attachment". Taking into account that places can have a unique reality for each inhabitant while the meanings can be shared with others, the views of place are often likely to be competing and contested. Our aim is therefore to look especially at the voices of the "infrequently heard" (Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 2001, 15) . The main questions we have been concerned with are: what are the values and the monuments in a land where society has undergone a drastic, fatal change, a cataclysm? How do people who have no long-term origins in a land "receive its message"? What are the "places" in the space of the town and which places do they value? How are its newer inhabitants attached to them and how the older ones?
Research context
The issue of abandoned towns in Slovenia fits into massive populations' transfers and ethnic homogenisation of Central and Eastern European nation states or their (federal) parts (Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Ukraine, Poland etc.) due to allies' politics and radical changes of national borders in the post-WWII period.
This led to the creation of new "strangers", marginalised due to their different, nondominant national or political-ideological identity. Furthermore, some of these groups were collectively held responsible for war crimes (Germans and Italians), their memories silenced and heritage left to oblivion (Reinisch and White 2001; Ther and Siljak 2001; Vardy and Tooley 2003; Čapo Žmegač 2007; Corni 2015; Gousseff 2015) . In the span of the 20th century, urban communities in former Yugoslavia as well as in all Eastern and Central Europe have almost totally changed from formerly heterogenic, multiethnic into more or less monoethnic, "uniformed" communities (with a few exceptions such as Bosnian towns). New urban population in the communist states was influenced by the hegemonic discourse of new national states which ideologically changed urban histories in line with their own national, uniformed vision of the past (Ruble 2003; Sezneva 2003) . With the change of populations, urban centres in Slovenia lost their original economic and cultural function and acquired new contents in tune with the new political/ideological systemcommunism/socialism.
Half of the century later -after the Slovenian independence -dwellers from other part of Yugoslavia experienced similar marginalization. Some of them who were previously considered as society's elite (e.g. military officials) or the most prominent (productive) class (i.e. workers) turned into second-class citizens with no real voice. Socialist heritage, especially the former barracks and industrial plants, once a symbol of progress, working class and "brotherhood and unity" of Yugoslav nations, has been left to decay. In the rare cases of its reinterpretation, the former users can no longer access it. Heritage of once visible, but today marginalized groups remain mute within the hegemonic heritage discourse (cf . Vodopivec 2007; Petrović 2013 ).
Apart from inappropriate economic and spatial politics, one of the most frequent reasons for the abandonment of the urban centres' parts lies in the fact that local population which changed after WWII does not identify itself with those spaces since it does not know its original role and meaning and hence cannot value them. Likewise, Slovenian citizens after the independence do not identify anymore with socialist heritage due to an intentional distancing from it. These spaces are perceived as heritage only by those who, after the change of political system, have become part of a minority and as a rule marginalised. Consequently they do not have the possibility to speak about their memories, thus these remain mute.
Urban centres in Slovenia where the population structure and the prevailing activity have been drastically altered therefore represent a particular challenge for ethnological research on identity, place attachment, memory, interethnic relations, relations between local inhabitants and newcomers of the same nationality, attitude towards space, local tradition, heritage as well as on the related adaptations, inventions, muting etc. The paper brings preliminary comparative analysis of three locations facing the problem of abandoned space due to populations' migrations in different periods -after World War II or after the Slovenian independence: in the three coastal towns of Piran/Pirano, Izola/Isola and Koper/Capodistria 1 , in Brežice and in Ljubljana.
Historical and social framework
Second half of the 20 th century
Approximately 90 % of the Italian-speaking population migrated from coastal towns Koper, Izola and Piran after WWII due to the change of national borders and introduction of socialist system. Those who stayed became a minority. In the new state (Yugoslavia) the Italian population was collectively held responsible for war crimes as well as for forerunning three decades of violent fascist politics of ethnic cleansing and imposition of superiority of Italian culture, therefore their memories and heritage were silenced and neglected. The emptied "ghost towns" of Istria were then inhabited by people from other parts of Slovenia and Yugoslavia (Ballinger 2003; Gombač 2005; Hrobat Virloget, Gousseff and Corni 2015) . New urban population were subject to general Yugoslav tendency to create a shared identity, since many of them derived from different Yugoslav republics and were bound by the shared workers' Yugoslav identity, socialist society's pillar.
In the Yugoslav/Slovenian collective memory there is no awareness that the inhabitants of the "Slovenian Istrian towns" before the creation of Yugoslavia were predominantly Italian-speaking. The collective memory is constructed on a positive image of itself, while censoring inconvenient and unsatisfactory aspects of the past (Candau 2005, 94) . Mentioned part of the coastal past was (deliberately) ignored in the Slovenian historiography and ethnology. The reason why the profession never faced this problem lies in the fact that the Slovenian identity is built on anti-fascist and national-liberation struggle, while the unpleasant consequenceslike the post-war mass migrations of (predominately) Italian-speaking Istrianswere deliberately overlooked (Hrobat Virloget 2015a).
The first attempt to raise awareness about the problem of post-war mass migrations from Istria was established only recently in the media by the film of Goran Vojnović Piran-Pirano (2010). Unfortunately, the movie did not have a wider media response and did not trigger a self-reflection on national level. The author intertwined the stories of two inhabitants of Piran, an Italian-speaking "local inhabitant" that ran away after the war, and a post-war immigrant from the Bosnian countryside, who has never swum in the "home" sea of Piran. The immigrant's story reflects a rather unpleasant position of the current majority in the coastal towns, the working class from Slovenia and from the rest of the former Yugoslavia, who half a century later still have not entirely adapted to the life in the urban and Mediterranean environment. Interrupted continuity and adaptation to local tradition is reflected, for example, in the memories of the Italian-speaking natives, who taught the newly arrived immigrants, unfamiliar with the sea life, about the local fishing rules (Menih 2011, 131-137; Hrobat Virloget 2015b, 542) .
One of the consequences of the demographic change in the cities is also inhabitants' various, often contradictory understanding of recent history. Although the communities live in the same area, they preserve their own collective memory and in a way live as "strangers either way" (Čapo Žmegač 2007). Since the "Slovenian" appurtenance of Istria is never questioned in the prevalent Slovenian discourse, the majority of the Slovenian citizens are not able to explain the urban legend about the bunch of keys which the immigrants used when choosing their apartment in the emptied Istrian towns. The memory on the bunch of keys reflects the situation of abandonment of these towns after the departure of the Italian-speaking population and the confusion among the immigrants from Slovenia and Yugoslavia who had found new home in the emptied and foreign "ghost towns":
Then we started to search for flats. There was an enormous number of flats in Piran but all of them unusable /…/. Unfortunately it was also not clean. When we started to look for flat, I did receive a bunch of keys at the municipality so I walked through Piran from A to Z. /…/ But I didn't find anything, not one single flat where a person could move in (Pahor 2007 (Pahor , 2015 .
Today, the majority of Istrian urban centres still seem abandoned. While tourists appoint Piran as one of the fifty most romantic cities of Europe because they are only acquainted with its touristic (summer) aspect, the city remains empty throughout winters, with no life, empty apartments (many of them are secondhomes) and a high rate of alcoholism and drug-addiction. Buildings in these cities are not being restored, there is no typical urban bustle on the streets, no tradition of a whole-year life cycle with the sea ... These places are perceived as heritage only by people who -despite different dominant national identity -have stayed here and become officially recognized as Italian minority; consequently they have been marginalised and so have been their memories. Halbwachs (2001) already suggested that in the social process of establishing a consensual collective memory, the memory that does not fit the dominant image of the past is rejected, and the same holds for heritage, understood as the "ideological apparatus of memory" (Jeudy after Candau 2004, 119).
We had the rights, all of them, but my city was changed (Pula, today in the Croatian part of Istria). All the inscriptions were in Croatian, logically nothing in Italian ... I do not know if I felt as a foreigner in my own homeland then, but I certainly did feel like that later.
In their former home environment, which became foreign to them due to the changed social-political circumstances, their "spatialized" memory was and still is wounded with many interventions in the historic built environment -the anchor of their identity (Halbwachs 2001, 152) . Because the city remembers through its buildings, the preservation of old buildings is analogous to the preservation of memories in the human mind. But if the development sweeps buildings away, then memory loss and identity crisis threaten the city as it loses its typology (its memory forms) and can no longer work as "a guide or exemplar for the people living in it" (Crinson 2005, xii) . According to Choay, "[the monument is] capable of directly contributing to the maintenance and preservation of the identity of an ethnic, religious, national, tribal or familial community. For those who erect it, as for those who receive its messages, the monument is a defence against traumas of existence, a security measure" (Choay 2001, 6-7) .
A cause for "non-heritage" attitudes in the urban space can be ascribed to the fact that the majority of the population does not identify with the places in question. Newcomers who belong to a dominant national community live with a feeling of rootlessness, they have barely any personal link with the place, especially with those that are related to tradition and memory.
That's what we miss here where we stayed … the connections, the stories, knowing what happened here in this house, for example, who lived here … These ties have been broken when the majority left. That's why we don't have any attitude, let's say, towards certain buildings. If it was about our own ancestors, it'd be different (Hrobat Virloget 2015a, 174).
Postsocialism: Slovenian independence
The fate of Slovenian coastal towns is comparable with the towns which were emptied after the departure of German inhabitants. As indicated by the case of Brežice, the German-speaking population was almost extinguished after 1945 (Ferenc and Zupan 2011) and is today pushed out of the dominant towns' history. Later, the city was repopulated by migrants from surroundings, other Slovenian towns and, due to the nearby military airport, also from other parts of Yugoslavia. Today, the latter are facing the same fate as the former German inhabitants -and Italians in coastal towns.
The former National home (Narodni dom), which before WWII hosted the local gymnastic association Sokol, was nationalised after the war and transformed into the "House of the Yugoslav People's Army" (the so-called "Dom JLA"). It hosted parallel celebrations of national festivities (in the 1950s) due to the politics of separation between the military and the "civilian" population; first for the army, then for the rest, "second-class" inhabitants of the town of Brežice (Habinc 2009, 31-35) . Later on, especially following the change in political direction, the Dom JLA had opened for public, so many people remember it as the central urban social space. But after the Slovenia's independence in 1991 -similar to the House of the aviators ("Dom letalcev") which was built after the WWII for the needs of the airmen in the nearby airport in Cerklje ob Krki -it was first transformed into a hotel and a restaurant and later into an administrative building. After years of endeavours by the local inhabitants, a plaque was attached onto it to remind the people about the pre-war history of the building, while its post-war fate as well the fate of the House of the airmen remains known only to older local inhabitants and is in a way pushed to the margins of the local collective memory. A former House of the Germans (Nemški dom) which often appears as a representative building on the postcards of Brežice due to its aesthetic value, suffers the same fate. The link with the social history of the German-speaking population of Brežice, which almost entirely disappeared after 1945, is invisible as there is no public sign indicating its former function; it can only be deduced by (older) inhabitants of Brežice.
Urban spaces and names in general do not acknowledge the (former) meaning and purpose of these buildings (the former House of the Aviators was renamed into Youth Center Brežice), therefore the references to the past have remained hidden and individual memories mute also in the recent history. In the best case scenario, former spaces of the Yugoslav Army have been transformed into youth centres or spaces for other groups of the civil society who were formerly not their users. Exceptional are the cases -as is the case of the former military prisons on Metelkova street in Ljubljana which were converted into the hostel Celica ("the Cell") -where the references to the past are preserved or have even been used as a source for a new life of these spaces. However, this by rule happens only if new use is planned as economically and commercially exploitable.
After the dismissal of their original function, the majority of such objects were neglected and left to decay until they have become the "brownfields" (cf. Koželj 1998) . Some of them got temporary, usually informal new functions as squats (INDE in Koper, Metelkova and Rog in Ljubljana) or have been -although rarely -renovated within comprehensive renewal projects, especially into spaces for cultural and creative industries (i.e. Stara elektrarna ("Old power plant"), a main venue for more alternative concerts in Ljubljana, and Metelkova Mesto, a former barracks and later squat which is now the area with cultural ministry, main national museums, a major tourist attraction Hostel Celica and alternative/anarchist cultural associations and clubs; Rog factory is also the main focus of the City of Ljubljana's creative agenda, as the city plans to rebuild it into the centre for modern art).
The factories of Ljubljana, such as Rog, were the protagonists of Yugoslav socialist economy and were also an eloquent example of disacknowledgment of the voices of people, who actually contributed to their establishment and who still perceive them as their "second home". Industrial plants have mainly decayed after the independence in the 1990s. However, considering that they are, in most of cases, located on the outskirts of the city centre, they are interesting both for the local authorities and for those who seek new (artistic, business, living) opportunities. Today, we find them remodelled into administrative offices (Tobačna Ljubljana), centres of creative industries (Tobačna, Rog), performance areas (Stara Elektrarna), or they have become brownfields (Pletenine in Ljubljana, Mehanotehnika and Delamaris in Izola). Rare are the cases where the authorities considered the factory worthy of restoration (i.e. Stara elektrarna) and where such places are perceivedby the public and authorities -as cultural heritage; most of them are decaying or are planned to be renewed for the development of cultural and creative industries.
Although such attempts are certainly legitimate -and even desirable as the buildings would collapse without renovation and new use -the main questions remains how much are these former factories -renewed as cultural heritage or used for the development of post-socialist economic activities -still accessible to the workers, the social class that worked in them. What meaning does the empty space have for them? Where once stood the factory, today stands a brownfield, where even the chimney, the symbol of industrial workers, has disappeared. Can anybody hear those workers' memories? As shown in the research of former Litostroj factory (Ifko 2014) as well as the initiative of the daily newspaper Delo, "Adijo, tovarna!" ("Farewell, factory!") people want to tell their own story, but since "their" former place was taken over by the elites -artist, creatives -or by the city politics, they feel unimportant, left out, and this prevents them from taking active part in the public life. Their voices, memories, heritage remain mute. This was also the message of the public events "I'm telling the story of the town" where the inhabitants of Koper could finally share their memories on the TOMOS factory as well as on the former (today abandoned and decaying) maternity hospital (Čebron Lipovec 2015). 
Marginalized heritage
Heritage is binding, intended for "self-veneration" and connecting, thus also excluding others. The difference between heritage and other similar phenomena lies in its explicit "politicalness", especially if we consider it in the framework of an organised and institutionalised social (institutions are political). Most worrisome is the affiliation of heritage with nationality (and other groups) which implies cultural homogeneity (Jezernik 2005, 11-24; Smith 2008, 66; Hall 2008) . Nation as an imagined community (Anderson 1998) depends on cultural meanings which connect each individual into a wider national narrative; these are condensed in national heritage. Those who cannot identify with these meanings remain outside, do not belong to it. Since nation is a constant reconstruction, heritage is also a discourse practice and -as well as memory, which shortens, conceals, forgets -a "selective tradition". Heritage is influenced by those who colonised the past, yet a change in circumstances, a twist in history is enough for it to become a subject of revision and conflict (Hall 2008, 220-221) .
Since the space of creation and expression of different communities is a space of social interaction, which is never homogeneous or harmonious, the valuing and interpretations are, as a rule, competing. Smith (2006) introduced the concepts of hegemonic or authorized heritage discourse and alternative, marginal, silent, silenced -subaltern heritage discourse. The relationship between the two discourses highlights the levers of decision-making and control, appropriation, ownership and use of culture as well as the privileging of selected cultural spheres and practices as showcases etc. The polyphony and frequently the cacophony of heritage definitions, imbued with politics and economy, have been signalized by the concept of "dissonant heritage" which put in the spotlight the contentiousness and competitiveness as prominent characteristics of contemporary heritage interpretations (Tunbridge and Ashworth 1996; Slavec Gradišnik 2014, 10-11) .
Every society therefore has a certain attitude towards the past, even if it ignores it. Researcher study heritage to discover the meaning of what people tell and remember from their past but also what they forget and falsify (Harvey 2001, 320) . For example, in urban contexts and in strategic and spatial planning certain narratives have precedence over others. Favoured groups decide on what is going to be preserved, so some groups become expropriated even if they have always been a part of the city (Shofield 2008, 26) . Abandoned spaces are therefore linked to unfavoured narratives, rejected by the contemporary heritage discourse because they do not comply with the creation of a contemporary dominant identity.
Privileged vs. marginal citizens and memories
In cities that underwent tectonic changes of population, the most interesting is the symbolic border between the "locals" and the newcomers, even if of the same nationality, which is drawn in the dominant and marginal memories. Newcomers can accept the inferior role of outsiders attached to them by the indigenous population, but roles can also switch. Newcomers of the same nationality feel more patriotic compared to indigenous inhabitants (Čapo Žmegač 2007). In the majority of cases when populations transferred there is a resistance towards newcomers, especially because of the competition for goods since the newcomers are supposed to receive housing, employment etc. (Hirschon 1989; Tanc 2001; Čapo Žmegač 2002; Čapo Žmegač 2007) . Similarly, after WWII the "locals" in Istria and in Brežice faced supposedly privileged newcomers from inner Slovenia and the military and political elite from Yugoslavia. The situation turned upside down with the Slovenian independence. Yugoslav military elite, once the privileged population, now became the "erased", its memories are mute, its space reinterpreted or left to oblivion. In cities where most of the newcomers from ex-Yugoslavia settled we encounter the most of the literarily "erased" -i.e. people of Yugoslav nationality who were deleted from the national registry of citizens after the Slovenian independence and were (since they were not listed in any other registers of other Yugoslav republics) thus robbed of all basic citizens' rights (Zorn and Lipovec Čebron 2008) .
Stepping out of the national(istic) premises, we can draw parallels to the spaces of former socialist factories or military elite: industrial workers, once the milestones of economic development, are nowadays considered as its inhibitors; "their" spaces have been taken by educated, entrepreneurial, creative young people -against the will of local authorities (Rog factory in Ljubljana), or following it (Tobačna factory), or with their support (so-called creative zones). This raises questions on why someone is privileged in a system and what does it mean to be a "second-class citizen". In Ljubljana as well as in other industrial Slovenian towns, workers are more or less pushed aside, excluded from conservation plans of renewal or revitalisation of spaces: "They invested in the factory and so in the state, but today they are forgotten. Since there is no space for memory, all their effort is erased. Actually, they are being erased" (Vodopivec in Zabukovec 2014) . In Brežice, the pre-war past is recently being "rehabilitated", although without the then prevalent German population, so buildings are restored with their meaning from before 1941 (National Home), military objects are reinterpreted, but the stories on the Germans from Brežice are concealed. And in Istrian towns, the meanings of urban architecture from Austrian and Venetian period are being restored, however, the Slovenian public discourse (intentionally) conceals the link between the Venetian heritage and the Italian culture. Such denial of the connection is painful for the Italian-speaking inhabitants of Istria who -in accordance with the Italian identity constructionidentify themselves with Venetian heritage. Ethnic Italians from Istria feel especially bitter that the celebration of the return of Primorska region to Slovenia takes place right in Koper, a town with formerly a majority of Italian-speaking population where /.../ every wall tells that it is Venetian, it is Italian (Hrobat Virloget 2014, 233).
Conclusion
Comprehensive analyses of the lieux d'oubli (Candau 2005, 162) as the opposite of the lieux de mémoire (Nora 1986) or of the relationship between the places and mute memories provided some key insights to our starting points. The process of "(non)heritagisation" (Harvey 2001 ) reflects the complex relations of power in the background. Demolition or devalorisation implies a denial of the memory of those who identify with certain places and spaces and can be interpreted as symbolic violence, dispossession, denial of identification marks of the part of the population and an expression of power (Veschambre 2008, 7-15, 115-117) .
The periods of the presence of the Italian, German and Yugoslav populations on the studied areas cannot be directly perceived. Their heritage remains mute, silenced within the hegemonic or authorised heritage discourse (Smith 2006) . Consequences of changes in social relations can also be recognised at the micro level in the valorisation of the socialist heritage of industrial plants and military barracks. Today, these are left to decay as the material reminders of the unwanted socialist past or they are transformed into centres of youth culture, creative industries or administrative centres. Such reinterpretation does not enable their former users to access them again/still.
Spaces of large demographic and political-ideological changes by the rule face a weak local identity and poor interactions of their inhabitants, what negatively affects their initiative and participation in the strategic development of towns, the attractiveness of the town centres for residing and the social life in public spaces. One of the reasons is the ignorance of historical specificities, as memories of them are absent or silent, and the feeling of "rootlessness" of the majority -i.e. immigrants. People in the coastal towns, mostly working class from former Yugoslavia, have hardly adapted to the Mediterranean environment and are not familiar with the Venetian heritage. And newcomers to the socialist buildings use it only as a shell/roof for their activities with no regards to its specific function or heritage. Demographic changes in the towns or its parts also result in inhabitants' dissent on the recent history.
In such contested spaces where several groups are present a plurality of perceptions can be detected -in our case: (heterogenic) Italian minority in Istria, newcomers from different parts of Slovenian and Yugoslav republics from former social political and military elite to workers, employees of former factories, and generally the (non)users of space of diverse social status and origins in general. In the wish to safeguard the heritage of socialism and industrial development as well as their heritage values it is essential to look for the diverse meanings of these places but also for the "shared elements" and the collective memory that facilitates a sense of security and well-being, defines a group boundaries, and stabilizes memories against the passage of times (Halbwachs 2001 ).
This short analysis has shown the necessity to tackle the problem of abandoned spaces within the wider frame of the studies of silenced memories, placing the problem outside the nationally limited topic in a broader socio-political frame, deriving from the post-war reorganisation of Europe and the establishment of new political-ideological systems. On the given case-studies the further research has the chance to contribute to a comprehensive understanding of processes that induced the denial of heritage of (newly) marginalized groups, which may be identified in several urban centres of Central and Eastern Europe (Gdansk, Kaliningrad, Rijeka, Teplice etc.) as well as on broader territory (Greece, Turkey, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland) while in some areas they represent a still topical problem (exYugoslavia, Ukraine).
